How does DocStop work?

The theme DocStop for Europeans e.V. has competent associates for all important procedures for active medical assistance.

One associate is the ADAC Truck Service responsible for our

HOTLINE  01805 112 024

The hotline staff informs the caller of a DocStop contact point and the phone number of a doctor’s surgery or a hospital.

At many contact points (e.g. Autohof) you will find the necessary parking spaces for lorries and the service staff helps the drivers to find nearby doctors.

Another advantage is the implementation and use of the MAP & GUIDE software which will be integrated in all German DocStop branches as of 03/2009.

All calls to the hotline can be placed independent of your actual location and the staff speak many European languages.

Persons looking for help only have to inform the staff about their current position and the direction of travel and will then receive the phone number of the nearest doctor’s surgery.

For further information please go to:  www.docstop-online.eu